Ok…here’s a little change. I’m going to put the following questions on the final, you can see and memorize the answers here. Be sure and study the terms on the list below this “fill in the blanks” section to prepare for the multiple choice/true false.

Completion
*Complete each sentence or statement.*

1. The first line of defense for Windows 2000 is ___ password_________________ security, but it is only effective if users are taught to use it properly.

2. The permanent ticket is good for the duration of a logon session and enables the computer to access network services beginning with the ____ Logon ______ service.

3. Two accounts, Administrator and __________ Guest __________, are set up when you install Windows 2000 Server.

4. When accounts are created in the domain through the ___ Active Directory ___, then those accounts can be used to access any domain server or resource.

5. When you install Windows 2000 Professional clients from a RIS server, make sure the network that uses the Active Directory already has DHCP and _______ DNS _______ servers.

6. Managing domain resources and user accounts by ___individual user is the most labor-intensive method.

7. The _____ group ____ management concept saves time by eliminating repetitive steps in managing user and resource access.

8. In Windows NT Server, _____ local______ groups are used to manage resources on a single server or on servers in one domain.

9. In managing objects and objects security, privileges _____ generally relate to the ability to manage server or Active Directory functions.

10. __ Permissions ___ are associated with folders and files, controlling the way an account or group accesses information.

11. A(n) ____ modem______ converts a computer's outgoing digital signal to an analog signal that can be transmitted over a telephone line.

12. In the Routing and Remote Access options, the Internet connection server option is used so that networked computers, in addition to the server, can connect to the Internet.

13. Among the Dial-in and VPN Remote Access Policies tabs, the Authentication tab is used to select the type or types of authentication methods.

14. A Windows 2000 server can be configured as a(n) VPN server for access through the Internet, through routers, and through telecommunications lines.

The following terms will be the basis of the multiple choice/true false questions…they won’t be used in fill in the blanks

**Chapter 8**
Category-5
Fiber Optic Cable
Latency
Chapter 9
80211.b
CDMA
TDMA

Chapter 10
DSL
Ethernet
Physical Topology

Chapter 11
Bridge
Gateway
Virtual Private Network (VPN)

Chapter 12
Domain Name System
Post Office Protocol (POP)

Chapter 13
Asymmetric encryption
Public Key Encryption
Secure Socket Layers (SSL)